Falck Renewables evolves into Renantis
After the acquisition of Falck Renewables in February 2022
the company will rebrand as Renantis

Milan, 8 November 2022 - Falck Renewables has announced today that it will change its brand to
Renantis. This represents the beginning of a new chapter, after its acquisition by institutional
investors advised by J.P. Morgan Investment Management Inc., through Green BidCo S.p.A. and
subsequent delisting.
Renantis’ renewed purpose
The evolution from Falck Renewables to Renantis will set a new identity with a clear purpose - “To
build a better future for all, by powering people’s everyday life with care”. The Renantis manifesto
highlights the key goals for this new chapter, taking into consideration the main pillars at the base
of the brand: care, innovation, diversity and effectiveness.
A new chapter
The rebranding project was developed through a bottom-up process involving internal and external
stakeholders with the aim of bringing together the company's founding values, recognised by all,
within the brand.
Renantis presents itself with a fresh visual identity, with colours and designs that are warm and close
to nature. ‘Renantis’ is an abstract word that is inspired by the latin one ‘renovare’, meaning ‘to
renew’ and the design of the logo reflects the Group's intrinsic values, with sustainability at the core.
“In evolving to Renantis, we will build on the Falck Renewables legacy as a leading player in the
global energy transition, renewing our commitment to creating a better future for all,” says Toni
Volpe, CEO of the company. “The new Renantis brand incorporates our caring approach to building
a positive impact for our planet. This is a goal that we can only achieve together by collaborating
with our colleagues, stakeholders and clients for real, safe and meaningful growth.
We’re proud to announce our new brand name and identity at Key Energy 2022. The exhibition, one
of the biggest Italian renewable energy events, selected us as its Energy Transition Ambassador at
this year’s event, and we are delighted to fulfil this role, bringing our clean energy heritage and
future-focused approach to our participation.”

***

Falck Renewables - which soon will become Renantis - develops, designs, builds and manages power
production plants from renewable sources, with an installed capacity of 1,420 MW in the United Kingdom,
Italy, United States, Spain, France, Norway and Sweden, using wind power, solar power, waste to energy and
biomass technologies. The Group is a global player in the renewable energy technical advisory and asset
management services business, through its wholly owned subsidiary Vector Renewables, providing asset
management services to clients accounting for approximately 5,300 MW of installed capacity and with
experience in more than 40 countries. The Group also provides highly specialized energy management and
downstream services to both energy producers and consumers.
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